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	Paragraph-wGfXnB1l_y: My former boss, Mark: Mark consistently undermined my efforts at work and ultimately fired me, which I believe was partly due to my alcohol-related performance issues.
	Paragraph-hAaTYVJks4: Myself: I resent myself for allowing alcohol to control my life and for the harm I've caused to my loved ones.
	Paragraph-_yBJ5IbvLE: Fear of rejection: I fear that people will reject me if they know the extent of my addiction and the mistakes I've made. This fear has kept me from seeking help in the past.
	Paragraph-4-s63T2LcS: Fear of relapse: I'm afraid that I won't have the strength to maintain my sobriety, and I'll end up back in the cycle of addiction.
	Paragraph-n6SPxm-VCA: My wife, Lisa: I've repeatedly let her down by not being there for her emotionally and by breaking promises. My drinking caused her immense stress and emotional pain.
	Paragraph-ku_F4JsaZj: My children, Emily and Jack: My alcohol-fueled negligence led to missed important events in their lives, and I've exposed them to an unhealthy family dynamic.
	Paragraph-k50ntt1cHL: Procrastination and avoidance: These traits led me to put off seeking help for my addiction until it was almost too late. I avoided facing my problems and numbed myself with alcohol.
	Paragraph-qauxrhk-df: Dishonesty: I've been dishonest with my family about my drinking, and this has eroded their trust in me. I also lied to myself, denying the severity of my problem.
	Paragraph-FbBBopEvhd: Isolation: When stressed or overwhelmed, I would withdraw from friends and family, choosing to drink alone to escape my problems.
	Paragraph-2WE_xNZerF: Self-medicating: Instead of seeking professional help for my anxiety and depression, I turned to alcohol as a coping mechanism, which only exacerbated my mental health issues.
	Paragraph-D6urslOraA: I shared my personal inventory with Dr. Sarah Miller and discussed a plan to make amends and address character defects. I plan to apologize to my wife and repay my friend Mike for financial harm caused. This emotional process has lifted the burden of guilt and shame, demonstrating my commitment to making things right.
	Paragraph-sRAKwRT-ns: I am emotionally struggling but is committed to facing my past, making amends, and improving myself on my journey to sobriety, thanks to Sarah's support and guidance.


